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Abstract

During their transnational circulation, bicycles became glocalized as local 
users tailored them to fit local laws, customs, user preferences and cultures. 
Bicycles thus acquired many different local meanings as users incorporated 
them into daily lifes and practices in diverse global settings. To show the 
importance of ‘normalized use’, i.e. rural bicycle use, in which cycling became 
enduring, sustainable, new, old and new again, we need globally grounded 
histories of mobility.
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The history of bicycles is as diverse as it is fascinating. Sociologist of 
technology Wiebe Bijker once declared that the bicycle as we know the 
vehicle today was stabilized around 1897.1 The story does not end there, as 
the following contributions make clear. Bicycles acquired many different 
meanings as they developed over time and as people incorporated them 
into daily practices in diverse global settings.2 The bicycle has gone 
through many incarnations, from serving as symbols of modern mobility 
and pride to the sure signs of poverty and nostalgia.3 A comprehensive 
historical scholarship on bicycles is not only lacking, but is also hampered 
by the problematic narrative of modern progress.4 Once modern, so the 
narrative goes, bicycles were replaced by new symbols of modern mobility 
like automobiles and planes in the twentieth century.5 
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From an anthropological point of view, bicycles have fallen through 
the scholarly cracks as well. Here bicycles either represent global 
rather than local products that fail to provide meaningful insights into 
indigenous cultures, or outmoded forms of mobility of the past, unfit 
to measure signs like Africa’s progress. Such narratives of individual 
modern mobility account for the rich histories of automobiles and the 
lack of such scholarship for bicycles, but they ignore the complexity of 
historical developments. Automobiles did not simply replace bicycles 
as the preferred mode of modern individual transportation. They often 
rode in tandem.6 Nor do such narratives account for the different ways in 
which the uses and meaning of bicycles are embedded within local culture 
and daily life that defy easy periodization.7 Most importantly, the current 
state of the historiography misses the early global reach of cycling and the 
different trajectories outside the transatlantic world, as the special section 
shows.

The stories the authors bring us from Africa, Japan, China, and rural 
Finland suggest we need globally grounded histories of mobility to help 
alter such mobility narratives.8 Addressing scholars’ neglect of bicycles is 
not just a matter of doing justice to one vehicle of mobility over another. 
By keeping a double focus on the global and the local, the case studies in 
this section help us to gain a better understanding of the history of modern 
mobility and its periodization, but also question the one-dimensional 
interpretation of diffusion patterns.9 Japan provides a prime example of 
how the use of bicycles skyrocketed in the postwar era at the very moment 
when the country’s economy was booming. The example questions, 
firstly, the often too easy correlation made between rising incomes and 
the upsurge of cars replacing the outmoded technology of bicycles—a 
correlation that often supports the argument of why the popularity of 
bicycles fluctuated.10 Secondly, both the Japanese and Chinese case studies 
question the historiography of mobility wherein the West focuses on the 
1970s as the time of the bicycle’s demise and the moment automobiles 
took off.11 To the contrary, the 1970s witnessed from a global perspective 
a great expansion of bicycle manufacturing in Japan and China for both 
domestic production and the export market to, for example, Africa.12 
Thirdly, all case studies show the importance of rural users throughout 
the world. What is old and useless for one set of (urban) users may be quite 
essential and enable new experiences for another (rural) in creating wealth 
and economic progress.13 In Africa—and in many parts of rural Europe 
in the 1920s—bicycles helped generate a farmer’s income in complicated 
ways. Self-sufficient farmers with access to cash crops could afford to buy a 
bicycle. Yet, to get to those cash crops, often in faraway bush fields, farmers 
needed a bicycle. Such a cash nexus between transport and agriculture 
could be a vicious circle indeed, but once this was broken, the bicycle had 
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the potential of generating access for farmers to global markets. In short, 
the relationship between disposable income, economic progress, and 
mobility history is far from a linear narrative.

Finally, bicycles are unheralded technologies, but all four case studies 
remind us that what we see as old or new technologies are negotiable 
categories. One could argue that bicycles have been cast as old partly 
because their extraordinary success and normalization into daily routines 
have removed the aura of novelty. Yet, such quality of normalized use is 
what should interest us most. David Edgerton emphasizes the need to 
focus on the enduring technologies, those used daily and almost casually 
rather than those that are invented and capital-intensive. By foregrounding 
stories of use rather than invention, we learn to appreciate the enormous 
significance of these relatively low-tech technologies in people’s daily 
lives.14 In Burkina Faso, for instance, newly bought and imported bicycles 
that have not been adapted to local circumstances are considered useless, 
whereas well-used, older bicycles that have stood the test of time have a 
higher status. In short, stories of innovation should not be limited to the 
point of production but need to include cultures of use.15

Glocalization

Bicycles—like sewing machines—belong to the history of nineteenth-
century globalization, when American and British companies began to 
mass-produce consumer durables for a world-wide market.16 Collectively, 
case studies here, from Africa, China, and Japan are highly suggestive of 
the widespread transnational circulation of bicycles and the ways a global 
product became localized and appropriated. The spread of bicycles is an 
early example of glocalization, the process by which a globally distributed 
product is tailored locally to fit local laws, customs, and user preferences 
and cultures. In China, the early adopters of the Anglo-American bicycles 
produced in the 1890s were Chinese students returning from Britain and 
the United States, as well as colonial administrators, soldiers, missionaries, 
postmen, and courtesans—all closely tied one way or another to the 
(British) colonial world. 

How global products became local, and in some sense global once 
again, is a key thread running through this compilation. Policy-makers 
in Japan as well as China came to prefer bicycles as their instruments 
of economic modernization. English producers like Raleigh exported 
bicycles as part of British colonial policies to Nigeria, India, and China 
where they were then assembled and modified locally. But exportation 
was not just a one-way street of finding new markets. Hans Peter Hahn 
reminds us how in 1946 a Nigerian entrepreneur, catering to the vast home 
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market for bicycles for oil drum transportation, visited Shanghai to discuss 
importing Chinese bicycles to Western Africa. These fascinating episodes 
of transnational circulation could serve as inspiration for future research 
in Transfers. 

Although the historical development of cycling is often told as a 
narrative, that of shifting from leisure to utility, bicycles were much more 
than useful modes of transportation. Both the Finnish and African cases 
reference how, in the rural culture of shared use and lending, bicycles 
were also important status symbols. Tiina Männistö-Funk provides 
details of how in Finland bicycles gave young people in the countryside 
the opportunity to spend the long Scandinavian summer days in new 
ways; they could visit dances and evening parties at distant locations, 
and be back in time for the next day’s work. Thus bicycles were at one 
and the same time tools of work, pleasure, and status—an insight further 
elaborated and confirmed in the case study on Africa.

Bicycles also became localized through top-down policies. After Mao’s 
Great Leap Forward, China’s communist party ordained the production 
of heavy-duty accessorized bicycles that could function as “donkeys 
that don’t eat hay”; this was in the working-class tradition witnessed in 
Western Europe in the interwar period.17 Horses, hand-pulled rickshaws, 
pedicabs, and public transportation alternatives like buses were the more 
usual competitors on the road than cars. In China, just as in nineteenth-
century Europe, contemporaries compared bicycles to horses (“iron” 
or “flying” horses). The rickshaw, invented in Japan as the modern 
replacement of the once modern sedan, was exported to China, where it 
was appropriated first as a symbol of modernization before becoming one 
of exploitation. Cars in 1910s China represented the vehicles of the future. 
By the 1930s, however, bicycles surpassed cars and competed against 
rickshaws, becoming vehicles of utility and pleasure. Oil shortages during 
the war stimulated an entirely new development of the bicycle-Pedicab, a 
vernacular Asian invention that we hope will attract its own scholarship in 
Transfers in future. In China, the pedicab replaced the rickshaw by decree, 
predating the arrival of the communists in power. And in the context of the 
1950s, when buses were usually overcrowded, bicycles represented a sense 
of freedom because policy-makers heavily invested in them. In short, 
depending on the historical context, bicycles fit into different mobility 
trajectories that defy easy narratives of rise and fall.

Policy

The Chinese case study highlights first and foremost the significance of 
policy interventions in shaping mobility infrastructures.18 Edward Rhoads 
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tells how, in 1958, the communist regime ordained the bicycle as a 
“modern vehicle.” The state established its own industry. Policy decisions 
were again important in determining the fate of bicycles in China during 
the 1990s: the socialist market economy policy of 1992 dethroned the 
bicycle by designating cars as the vehicles of the future. It has resulted in 
a somewhat contradictory situation that the United States had found itself 
in a century earlier. While paving the way for cars as the vehicle featuring 
in its economic domestic policies, China became the largest manufacturer 
of bicycles in the world.

In the push and pull between user preferences and state policies in 
shaping individual mobility modes, Japan is perhaps the most remarkable 
example, as told by William Steele in his contribution. One could construe 
the development of Chinese bicycles as the logical outcome of both 
policies and the lack of alternatives like cars, but Japanese consumers 
had the alternative to choose cars. They did not. In fact, the first postwar 
urban plans dealing with the war’s devastation and housing shortages—
just as in most of Europe and the United States—projected car-governed 
cities. Perhaps luckily for cyclists, those plans implemented throughout 
the Western world were not carried out in full. The government policy of 
benign neglect toward cyclists, instead of disciplining and marginalizing 
them, resulted in their dominance in Japan’s urban landscape. Only 
during the 1970s did the government seek to regulate cyclists by relegating 
them to sidewalks. These governmental attempts to control cyclists and 
make way for cars caused conflict with pedestrians, but did not lead to the 
disappearance of bicycles as happened elsewhere.

Sustainability

Finally, the authors consider the current incarnation of the bicycle as the 
much-touted vehicle of urban sustainability. Despite a bad reputation 
among policy-makers, in many cities from Europe to Latin America and 
the United States bicycles are once again making a comeback as the 
vehicles that will help to achieve sustainability.19 Historically, bicycles 
first became popular with farmers, women, and the working class. 
Thereafter the bicycle transformed into a lifestyle vehicle with young 
urban professionals, who have recently engaged the bicycle as the latest 
cool toy or lifestyle gadget rather than a utilitarian form of transportation. 
And in its latest incarnation in Japan, the bicycle has acquired a new 
reputation for reliability after the devastation of the tsunami. Here all 
large technical systems came to a standstill, but cyclists discovered they 
could ride all over the disaster areas without having to depend on many 
infrastructures. Yet, as the case of Burkina Faso reminds us, sustainability 
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has a very different meaning in Africa. The bicycle is embedded in socially 
sustainable relationships rather than in environmentally defined Western 
terms, as famously articulated in Gro Harlem Brundland’s 1987 UN report 
on the environment Our Common Future: leaving the world as we found 
it.20 We hope that reading this compilation of essays will lead us not only 
to revisit the Western view of mobility but also to revise its traditionally 
linear and car-centered scholarship by looking at mobility use rather 
than innovation.21 The globally grounded case studies on offer help us 
understand that bicycles need to be central to current histories of modern 
mobility.
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